GENERAL ASSEMBLY
TWENTY SEVENTH PLENARY SESSION
Wednesday, 7 - Thursday, 8 June 2006
YEREVAN
AGENDA

1. Opening Ceremony
   Statements by Personalities

2. Matters of Procedure
   a) Adoption of the Agenda  (Doc.GA27/AG/06)
   b) Examination of New Credentials  (Doc.GA27/CRED/06)
   c) Approval of the Minutes of the Twenty Sixth Plenary Session of the General Assembly in Tirana on 23-24 November 2005  (Doc.GA26/MIN/06)
   d) Progress Report of the Parliamentary Assembly  (Doc. GA27/PROG/06)

   ♦ Statements by Speakers/Heads of national delegations.

4. Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) The Fourteenth Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member-States, 26 April 2006, Bucharest.  (Doc.GA27/REP/BSEC/14MFA/06)
      ♦ Bucharest Statement: BSEC towards its 15th Anniversary (26 April 2006, Bucharest)
      ♦ Joint Declaration of the Ministers of Environment of the BSEC Member-States (3 March 2006, Bucharest)
      ♦ BSEC Action Plan for Cooperation in the Field of Environmental Protection
      ♦ Joint Declaration on the Further Developments in the Field of Transport in the BSEC Region (15 March 2006, Bucharest)
      ♦ Joint Declaration of the Ministers of Interior/Public Order of the BSEC Member-States (24 March 2006, Bucharest)
   b) Information on the BSEC activities and the projects requiring direct involvement of the legislative bodies of the PABSEC Member States
5. **Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs**
   
a) Report on "Cooperation in the fight against economic crime in the Black Sea region"  
   *(Doc. GA27/EC26/REP/06)*
   
b) Recommendation 87/2006 on “Cooperation in the fight against economic crime in the Black Sea region”  
   *(Doc. GA27/EC26/REC87/06)*
   
c) Recommendation 90/2006 on “Cooperation in combating the bird flu in the Black Sea region”  
   *(Doc. GA27/EC26/REC90/06)*

6. **Legal and Political Affairs**
   
a) Report on “Role of the civil society in the Black Sea economic cooperation process”  
   *(Doc. GA27/LC26/REP/06)*
   
b) Recommendation 88/2006 on “Role of the civil society in the Black Sea economic cooperation process”  
   *(Doc. GA27/LC26/REC88/06)*

7. **Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs**
   
a) Report on "The dialogue among culture as mean to build trust among the nations"  
   *(Doc. GA27/CC26/REP/06)*
   
b) Recommendation 89/2006 on "The dialogue among culture as mean to build trust among the nations"  
   *(Doc. GA27/CC26/REC89/06)*

8. **Conference of Ombudsmen of the BSEC Member-States, 26-27 April, 2006, Istanbul**
   
   ◆ *Statement by Ombudsmen of the Member States of the Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation*

9. **Financial Matters**
   
a) Adoption of the Auditing Report for the Financial Year 2005  
   *(Doc. GA 27/AUDIT05/06)*

10. **Elections of a Vice-President of the PABSEC**

11. **The 2006 Autumn Session of the General Assembly**
    Date, venue and agenda

12. **Rotation of the Presidency**
    ◆ Speech by Mr. Asaf HAJIYEV, Head of the PABSEC Azerbaijan Delegation.

13. **Closing of the General Assembly**
    ◆ Address by Mr. Tigran TOROSYAN, the PABSEC President, Chairman of the National Assembly of the Republic of Armenia.